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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Christine Briggs, Timberlink Australia

The science of timber marketing
M

arketing being understood as both key
to strategy and having a scientific basis
is important in an industry dominated by
finance and engineering.
In my opinion and, given my professional
roles today as both GM Marketing &
Business Development for Timberlink
Australia & New Zealand and a Board
member of Forest Wood Products Australia,
the Australian timber industry is progressing
in terms of the science of marketing.
As part of the marketing fraternity of the
timber industry, there are many examples
and not all of these are widely enough
known and regarded in terms of their
research-based analytics foundations.
One of the most enduring examples was
the Blue pine product development and
campaign back in the mid ’90s, where
industry came together to develop and
promote a solution that made the preferred
timber category even stronger against the
promotional attempts of steel framing at
that time. Here R&D for the product was
key, as opposed to just the promotional
message – this product benefit didn’t
change the way builders had to build, which
research showed was their main driver in
terms of product uptake.
One current example close to my own
heart and head is Timberlink’s demand-pull
promotional brand creation program in
Tasmania, launched in late January this year.
This is a significant promotional investment
in terms of current timber industry examples
but more importantly, the research and
analysis that informed this marketing
strategy is really the point here. So often,
we don’t link marketing activities with
commercial outcomes, but they can and
should be – market share, increased sales
(volume and value), increased margin are all
key measures which can be related back to
the marketing investment.
The TIMBERLINK. MADE OF TASMANIA
campaign was based on consumer and
builder/tradie research in Tasmania –
understanding their current knowledge,
attitudes and behaviour was key to the
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development of the marketing campaign
which was then designed to influence their
attitudes and behaviour now and into the
future. Pre- and post-campaign measures on
this form part of the ROI and measurable
outcomes in terms of marketing – prompted
and unprompted company brand awareness,
recognition and positivity. The market research
component was 15% of our investment in the
Tasmanian campaign for this year and will
remain an ongoing core component to provide
measurable outcomes ongoing.
Developing the creative can and should be
a fun part of the process but it’s not creative
for creative’s sake. The ‘creative’ includes
the following elements of images, footage,
campaign slogan, copy. Is the creative going
to resonate with the target market and
influence their behaviour in future?
Memorable creative that drives no attitude
or behaviour changes is a waste of money.
Our industry typically doesn’t know
enough about the knowledge, attitudes and
behaviour of our product end-users. We
typically develop strong channel customer
relationships and the transactional supply
arrangements are managed reasonably well
but we don’t know what the user
experience is in terms of issues, or
opportunities to increase or threaten our
product value in future.
Research with end-users is key here.
Other building material companies such as
James Hardie have been doing this for
years. It informs their marketing product

Is the creative going
to resonate with the
target market and
influence their
behaviour or attitude
in the future?

promotional plans, it drives their product
innovation and new product development. It
drives a system solution for end-users going
beyond just the product usage experience.
Timber products manufacturers are
starting to get this point of value. If we are
to move from being commodity product
suppliers, we must understand more about
how our products are used along the supply
chain and how they are installed and
maintained in application.
FWPA is leading the charge for our
industry on many of these aspects from a
timber products category perspective.
Their research on end-users’ knowledge
and attitude to timber and product
perceptions is good science which member
companies can leverage from in terms of their
own product and system solutions marketing.
As an industry, we have in the past
focused on the technical specification of our
products. That’s important in terms of
performance and compliance – it’s a ticket
to the game and promoting the QC aspects
of our Australian-made products is also
another opportunity. However, in isolation,
it denies us the value of the end-user’s
experience in using and working with our
product – what worked well, what was easy,
what wasted time, what required rework,
what was annoying? We shouldn’t be afraid
to ask these questions because even though
we may not know the answers today, we
can then choose to collaborate as an
industry on the product solutions of the
future and ensure timber products have
these answers and end-user preferences
over non-timber substitutes.
To be fair, we are a diverse industry and I
believe that different sectors and parts of
our supply chain are at different stages of
the ‘Science of Marketing’.
Let’s make sure we are collaborating on
this as a timber industry where we can make
the category powerful and then have it made
up of strong timber product brands!
Watch the Timberlink: Made of Tasmania
campaign at www.madeoftasmania.com.
www.timbertradernews.com

ASSOCIATION NEWS
ATIF
John Halkett
ILLEGAL LOGGING REGULATION
AND TIMBER IMPORT CONDITION
CHANGES
Further meetings are now scheduled in
Canberra with relevant staff from the
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources. The purpose of these meetings
is to discuss next steps, if any, with
amendments to the illegal logging
regulations and to progress the ongoing
review of timber product import conditions.

MID-RISE TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
LIGHT WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION
ATIF is supportive of extending mid-rise
timber buildings construction that has been
facilitated by changes to the National
Construction Code. Code changes provide
for both the adoption of massive panel
building systems using cross laminated
timber (CLT) and other engineered timber
products, and lightweight construction
methods utilising existing frame and truss
methodologies in association with off-site
prefabrication of some building components.
The Mid-rise Timber Construction Frame
and Truss Supply Chain Market
Implementation Program is a collaborative
project involving: the Frame and Truss
Manufacturers Association of Australia
(FTMA), the Engineered Wood Products
Association of Australasia (EWPAA), ATIF,
MiTek, Pryda and Multinail. The project
focuses on lightweight frame and truss
technologies to assist in further extending
the opportunities this methodology provides
for the timber industry.
The project’s objective is to bring together
the major nail plate manufacturers, key
frame and truss manufacturers and supply
chain product providers, to investigate and
develop collaboratively, a range of
prefabricated lightweight timber-framed
construction system solutions for mid-rise
timber buildings, for delivery by the
Australian frame and truss sector and supply
chain; effectively building ‘supply capacity’ in
the frame and truss sector for this new midrise market opportunity.
ATIF input into this project was provided
by Craig Kay of Tilling Timber. His expertise
and participation in the project is
www.timbertradernews.com

acknowledged and appreciated. The project
was led and coordinated by Dr Alastair
Woodard, Wood Products Victoria, TPC
Solutions (Aust). Funding assistance to ATIF
to support the project was provided by
Forest and Wood Products Australia.

VALE BOB FROST
Timber industry identity Robert Kenneth
(Bob) Frost passed away on 5 May 2018 at
the age of 84. His funeral in Sydney was
attended by a large contingent of forest and
timber industry friends and colleagues.
Bob’s passing is a sad loss to the timber
industry. He was a pioneer in the wholesale
trade, an innovator who made a substantial
contribution to industry affairs through his
participation on industry entities and
associations.
After initially working for Allen Taylor’s,
Bob started his independent business life in
the timber industry in 1986 when he set up
KB Timber Marketing that operated out of a
small office opposite Pymble railway station
in northern Sydney.
From these humble beginnings Bob built
the successful nationwide family timber
business, Tasman KB, importing and
wholesaling timber to the industry. Bob built
a reputation, not only as a skilled trader, but
as a loyal supplier, an industry leader and a
friend and colleague to many.

From humble
beginnings, Bob Frost
built a business and
a reputation not only
as a skilled trader, but
as a loyal supplier, an
industry leader and
a friend and colleague
to many.

Tasman KB was one of the first
Australian companies to import radiata
pine and Douglas fir timber products from
New Zealand in a major way, and to
embrace the now important environmental
issue of only selling sustainably produced
timber products.
Being head of a tightly held family
company, Bob was able and willing to take
quick decisions, to follow the market in a
much more nimble and effective way than
many of his more bureaucratic larger
corporate competitors.
Bob was passionate about collaboration in
the timber industry, and to that end he
made major contributions to various timber
industry associations. He was a founding
director of the Forest and Wood Products
Research and Development Corporation,
now Forest and Wood Products Australia. He
was a director of the NSW Timber
Development Association for twelve years
and in 2012 was given the rare honour of
being made a Life Member. He also
received a Lifetime Achievement Award
from the Australia Timber Importers
Federation.
Bob is survived by his son Neil and
daughter Kaylene and a brace of
grandchildren.
For further ATIF-related information
contact John Halkett at john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

MGA TMA Timber Merchants
Australia
Ann Sanfey
Frederick Richard O’Connell Scholarship
Frederick Richard O’Connell was Executive
Director of the Timber Merchants
Association (Vic) in the 1950s. In his will, he
left a sum of money to be used for
scholarships for the children of Timber
Merchants Australia members or children of
their employees. This valuable legacy
represents a unique training fund.
Each year applications are open to
candidates who have enrolled in or who
have already commenced a degree,
certificate or diploma course conducted by a
Victorian university. Scholarships are
awarded on the basis of good character,
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2018
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE
personality and academic achievement.
Preference is given to candidates who are
children of either employees or directors/
proprietors of companies that are members
of the MGA TMA Timber Merchants
Australia.
Frederick O’Connell wanted to promote a
positive relationship within the timber
industry, he also wished to encourage
further education for children of timber
industry workers.
The scholarships are awarded annually by
a committee and administered by Equity
Trustees on behalf of the Frederick O’Connell
Estate. Nominations open in December and
close at the end of January each year.
The scholarship commenced distributing
funds in 1998 and since the early 2000s has
granted approx. $45,000-50,000 per annum.
These scholarships assist by helping young
adults defray the costs of a tertiary
education. Scholarships up to $10,000 are
made available through this program.
Successful candidates this year included
employees and family members from the
following MGA TMA member businesses –
• Bowens Timber
• Calco Trusses & Timber
• Ryan & McNulty
• Matthews Timber
• Bendigo Truss Plant
• Danahers Timber & Hardware
• Lamcal Building Supplies
For details, visit www.mgatma.com.au

TABMA
Colin Fitzpatrick
FAIR WORK COMMISSION RULES
Rulings from the Fair Work Commission

mean casual employees can request
permanent work after 12 months. Here’s
what businesses need to know.
The principle of the ruling is if you have a
casual who has worked with you for 12
months in a regular and systematic pattern
of work, then they will have the right to ask
for permanent employment. The crux of the
provision is that the employee could
relatively easily be converted to part time
employment, so this doesn’t apply to truly
casual employees, as truly casual work is
random and ad hoc.
In its decision, the FWC outlines the
provisions apply to employees who worked
“a pattern of hours on an ongoing basis
which, without significant adjustment, could
continue to be performed in accordance
with the full-time or part-time employment.”
The Commission has also outlined a
series of provisions for employers in which
they can refuse the request of a casual
employee, the main provision being if the
switch would require a significant
adjustment to the staff member’s
established working hours.
Businesses can also refuse an employee’s
request if they know they will not need the
role in the next 12 months, or it is known or
reasonably foreseeable that the casual
employee’s position will cease to exist.
TABMA members can call the TABMA
Workplace Advice Line on 1300 564 309
for information in relation to:
• Leave requirements
• Wage Rates
• Termination of Employment
• Employment Entitlements
• Workplace Health and Safety
• Workers Compensation
• Discrimination and harassment

EcoWood®-LOSP
Timber with stability and performance!








Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Ideal for high value products where treatment in final shape and
form is required.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
Attractive green coloured structural outdoor timber products.
Can be painted, stained or oiled.

• Decking
• EWP

• Fascia
• Cladding

• Structural Timber
• Machined Timber

• Custom Treatment Available •



www.outdoortimber.com.au




13 000 TREAT (87328)

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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Changes to the Chain
of Responsibility laws
are coming in June
2018. They align the
laws with workplace
health and safety.
TTIA
Brian Beecroft
NEW CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY
LAWS
Just when you thought you had your
workplace safety bases covered, along
comes more regulation, and it’s not a
change that can be ignored.
Changes to the Chain of Responsibility
laws are coming in June 2018. These
changes align chain of responsibility laws
with workplace health and safety laws.
If you consign, pack, load or receive goods
as part of your business, you could be held
legally liable for breaches of the Heavy
Vehicle National Law even though you are
not driving a heavy vehicle.
Under the Heavy Vehicle National Law
(HVNL) every party in the heavy vehicle
transport supply chain has a duty to ensure
the safety of their transport activities. In
practical terms, this primary duty represents
an obligation to eliminate or minimise
potential harm or loss (risk) by doing all that
is reasonably practicable to ensure safety.
As a party in the supply chain, the best
way to do this is to have safety
management systems and controls in place,
such as business practices, training,
procedures and review processes that:
• identify, assess, evaluate and control risk
• manage compliance with speed, fatigue,
mass, dimension, loading and vehicle
standards requirements through
identified best practice
• involve regular reporting, including to
executive officers
• document or record actions taken to
manage safety.
TTIA has developed policies and
procedures to assist Member companies to
comply with the National Heavy Vehicle
Legislation. If you have any queries, please
contact the TTIA OHS Unit on 0418 280 335.
Better still, if you are not a Member of the
TTIA, join and make sure you have the
practical business support you need to
manage workplace changes like the new
Chain of Responsibility laws. Our national
number is (02) 9264 0011.
www.timbertradernews.com

NEWS IN BRIEF

INDUSTRY NEWS
Timber on TV
Timberlink launches an
industry-first ad campaign
across television, print and
outdoor media in Tasmania.
ith over 200 Tasmanian employees
and contributing $150 million per
annum directly and indirectly to the
Tasmanian economy, Timberlink makes a big
impact. But because they are literally a part
of the landscape, it can be easy to overlook
their value to the state.
Not anymore. Timberlink has launched its
‘Made of Tasmania’ advertising campaign to
emphasise its link to the Tasmanian
community, economy and environment. It’s
the first time an Australian timber company
has advertised directly to end users. The ad
was launched in Launceston and is
successfully running throughout the state.
The print, radio, outdoor media and online
advertising campaign highlights the positive
role that Timberlink’s sustainably produced
timber has in the Tasmanian community. The
advert shows all the Tasmanians employed
in the production of Timberlink timber, from
the forest, to the mill, through to retailers,
as well end users and the community
groups Timberlink supports.
CEO Ian Tyson said, “The campaign is a

“Timberlink has a
great story to tell.
We are the only
sawmilling business
of our type operating
in Tasmania.”

Above: Ian Tyson launches the campaign in front of stakeholders in Launceston.

great way to show our customers, their
customers and all Tasmanians, how
Timberlink positively impacts upon Tasmania.
“Timberlink has a great story to tell. We
are the only large-scale, forestry-integrated
plantation softwood sawmilling business
operating in Tasmania.”
It’s a positive story, too. The company has
a strong tradition of environmental
sustainability, manufacturing renewable
plantation pine timber, and community
involvement. It is a major local employer and
works with Tasmanian businesses and
personnel where possible, as well as having
a strong involvement in community groups,
schools and sporting clubs. “We are here for
the long term and we want to convey this to
Tasmanians,” said Tyson.
Using the tagline, ‘Timberlink. Made of
Tasmania’, the campaign includes a new
website that will feature extended videos on
key sections of the business, including an
in-depth look at Timberlink’s use of carbon
positive, sustainable, pine plantations.
For more information, visit www.
madeoftasmania.com.au and to read
about Timberlink’s marketing strategies,
turn to Industry Insights on page 4.

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Above: The Weinig tour group. Left: The entrance
to Fensterbau.

Freshly returned from the world’s biggest window and door
event, WADIC’s Bronwyn Foord shares the news.

F

ensterbau Frontale 2018 is the world’s
number one international trade fair for
windows, doors and façades. It attracts 800
exhibitors and thousands of visitors. The
2018 fair was held from Wednesday 18 to
Saturday 21 March in Nuremberg, Germany.
WADIC members were fortunate to
receive an invitation to be part of the Weinig
Fensterbau Technology Tour as a Weinig and
WADIC joint initiative. As General Manager,
I attended with members – predominantly
small to medium joinery manufacturers –
and three representatives from Weinig
Australia, including CEO Neil Forbes.

We visited a range of our members’
stands – both machinery and hardware –
including Biesse and Felder and met lots of
new brands and faces as well.

INTERNATIONAL SIMILARITIES
We arrived in Vienna on the 14th and our
first visit was to a company called Svoboda,
meeting with the principle Alois Svoboda
and his son Philipp. Svoboda employs 25
people and produces 3000-4000 windows
and doors from larch and white oak each
year. This company is a family-run company
with father, mother and son involvement,

FENSTERBAU

Above: Leitz displayed their sophisticated tooling and saw blade range at Fensterbau.
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It was very informative travelling with the
Weinig team of Neil Forbes, Darryl Barker,
Ian Staniforth and Markus Gube (Regional
Sales Manager for Windows Product Unit).
Weinig were very generous with their time,
and get togethers!
The Leitz Australian team invited us to
travel with them for the first morning to the
exhibition where we were met CEO Leitz
www.timbertradernews.com
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Fensterbau insider

not unlike the majority of our member
companies in Australia.
Svoboda faces very familiar challenges
regarding staff and business decisions about
machinery and methods of manufacturing.
Manufacturing methods varied from dowel
joints to tilt and turn applications. This
company manufactured assemblies that
aligned with the UK and Australian style as
well as more European influenced designs.
Once we arrived in Germany, we visited
Holz Schiller GmbH, which is a German family
owned (still!) company that has focused on
timber products and timber trading for 370
years, with the head office located in the
centre of the Bavarian forest, employing 600plus employees. Holz Schiller have four very
large automated production factories located
in Germany and the Czech Republic, offering
structural and laminated FSC- and PEFCcertified timber for sandwich panels, doors
and windows, conservatories and terraces in
red pine, spruce, red grandis, accoya and
more. The majority of the machinery has
been custom designed collaboratively, with
over 50 Weinig machines installed and
designed to fit with their specific needs.
Several other factories in Germany were
visited by the group before Fensterbau. For
members, this was one of the highlights. Not
only to see the modes of manufacture but
also to see the factory set ups, manufacturing
techniques and machinery in operation, and
to hear individual testimonies. Members
were very interested in other aspects
including different coatings and their spraying
and drying set ups – and some of the hand
tools not often utilised in Australian factories.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Juergen Koeppel. Their display of tooling and
saw blades was very impressive. Leitz are
new members of WADIC and we hope to
enjoy a productive relationship with the
Australian team going forward.
A lesson to be learned for anyone
venturing to Fensterbau is that the exhibition
plans and listings are in two books. One lists
the timber related machines and products
separately to the rest. We only found this
out on the last day which meant some
exhibitors were overlooked!
WADIC member interest was focused on
all brands, shapes and sizes of 5-axis CNCs,
optimising and docking saws, material
handling/vacuum lifts and mobile glass
suckers, spraying equipment and hardware
suppliers. Centor had a very impressive
presence with their bifold door system and
Felder attracted a lot of interest in their
5-axis CNC – we caught up with Australian
team members at both stands and were
able to make more connections.
When WADIC members were asked for
the highlight of the Weinig tour, it was the
factory visits combined with camaraderie.
Members attending for their first time were
introduced to more technical machines than
they personally utilise in their factories, and
the experiences of members who already
have CNC machines was generously shared.

Above: Part of the Weinig display at Fensterbau. The whole display contained over 400 people.

The conversations often turned to the dayto-day challenges experienced in everyone’s
businesses and how those challenges are
overcome or at times ‘suffered’. The lack of
good staff was on everyone’s lips, pushing
many to upgrade their factories and trying to
understand the impact of taking the CNC
route on their businesses and staff.
The large investment involved in CNC is
easily justified by most. More difficult for
owners is relying on others to run the CNC,

leaving many feeling vulnerable if they are
not confident to learn to program and run
the machines themselves. Over the last few
years WADIC has seen a dramatic growth in
the uptake of CNCs and Fensterbau
confirms our feeling this will continue.
WADIC will be attending the upcoming
AWISA 2018, 4-7 July at the Sydney
Exhibition Centre. If you wish to make a
time to discuss Fensterbau or WADIC,
email Bronwyn.foord@wadic.org.au

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood &
Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring,
Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining,
Cladding and Decking.

ALL NOW IN STOCK!

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Left: A Carpentry competitor at WorldSkills’ Global
Skills Challenge in Wollongong last year.

including new technological advances such
as robotics and logistics systems.

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Hundreds of the nation’s top young tradies
will be competing in the WorldSkills Australia
National Championships event. Young people
from across Australia will compete to be
recognised as the nation’s best in about 50
different vocational skills including carpentry
and construction. Each competitor will vie
for the opportunity to represent Australia in
the 45th WorldSkills Competition, to be held
in Kazan, Russia, in 2019.
The Cabinetmaking competition will have
12 competitors chasing the gold, silver and
bronze, as will the Carpentry competition,
while Joinery has eight. They come from 16
different regions around the country and
competition runs throughout the event. If
you’re looking for future lead employees,
here’s a great place to find top picks.

Top trainees, future tradies and industry leaders connect at
Australia’s flagship skills and trades event.

Hundreds of the
nation’s top young
tradies will be
competing in the
Worldskills Australia
Championships.

S

kills Show Australia, 2018, will run in
Sydney from 2–4 June at ICC Sydney,
Darling Harbour. Presented by WorldSkills
Australia, this free event is the nation’s
leading vocational education and training
event and is expected to attract thousands
of would-be students and industry visitors.
For young people looking to embark on
future careers in trades and industry, the
show is an unparalleled chance for hands-on
trades- and skills-focused activities. Multiple
workshops and interactive events run
alongside face-to-face meetings with
industry and educational experts.
From the physical nitty gritty of a job to its
future prospects, everything is covered,

INDUSTRY DIRECTIONS
Learn about current STEM and innovation
advances in industry at the Skills Show Tech
Hub, including demonstrations and
presentations from AWS (Amazon Web
Services) and VEX Robotics. Or connect
with training organisations at the Skills
Pathway Expo; specifically designed by Velg
Training and WorldSkills Australia to provide
an opportunity for attendees to make
immediate and direct connections to RTOs
that offer nationally recognised qualification
vocational pathways.
Skills Show Australia is sponsored by the
NSW Government and its VET programs. To
support industry and the community, the
NSW Government provides subsidised
training for eligible students through its
Smart & Skilled program. For more
information, visit VET.nsw.gov.au.
To register for Skills Show Australia, visit
www.skillsshow.org.au.

Above left: Cabinetmaking at last year’s Global Skills Challenge. The event is one of several international competitions for young tradespeople. Above right:
Traditional joinery methods were also celebrated at the Global Skills Challenge. Competition inspires young people to progress in their trades.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
initiatives, that are no longer conditional on a
levy of skilled migration,” Wawn said. The
government has set aside $250 million for
states and territories in this financial year
with additional funding for reskilling matureaged workers.

Everyone’s a winner, budget
Both the Government and Opposition were generous to
timber-related businesses in Budget 2018 and its reply.

I

t was hard not to sing the old Hot
Chocolate tune as the Treasurer announced
his Budget 2018, and the refrain continued
the following night with the Leader of the
Opposition’s reply. Both were generous with
benefits to small business and reduced tax
burdens on a majority of households. Denita
Wawn, CEO of Master Builders Australia,
provided the following commentary.

THE BUDGET
Wawn believes the Budget will boost
confidence in building and construction.
“Building and construction investment is a
major driver of the improvement in the
Budget position,” she said.
“Reducing the tax burden on households
and small business is good for the economy
and good for builders. People may decide to
renovate their kitchen sooner or buy their first
home faster,” she said. “It’s also great news
that our many small builders who are sole
traders will also get tax relief in this Budget.
“Small businesses will benefit from the
extension of the $20,000 immediate tax
write-off scheme until 2019. There are more
SMEs in building/construction than any other
14 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2018

industry and this great news for mum and
dad building business and tradies,” she added.
“The unincorporated small business tax
discount rate will increase from 5% to 8%,
allowing SME builders to write-off their
assets faster,” Wawn said.
She approved of regulatory changes:
“Cutting the regulatory compliance burden on
business is one of Master Builders’ top
priorities and we welcome the announcement
that the Government’s National Partnership
on Regulatory Reform will provide $300
million to reward States/Territories that
reduce regulatory restrictions on competition,
particularly those on small business.”
Education has also received some support
from the government. “Master Builders
called for more certainty for state and
territory governments to sign up to the $1.5
billion Skilling Australians Fund (SAF) and the
Government has listened. The SAF will focus
on funding for new apprentice training

The Opposition Leader’s strong focus on
skills and training in his Budget Reply was
welcomed by Master Builders Australia. The
industry trains more than 50,000 apprentices
each year, more than half the national total.
Wawn said, “Labor’s plan to tackle skills
shortages by scrapping upfront fees for
100,000 TAFE students and modernising
TAFE facilities is a very positive step as our
industry strives to attract more apprentices.
But Master Builders will engage with Labor
on the need to support an open and
contestable national training system that
provides students and employers with
choices to access the most relevant training
to secure a job.”
Wawn added, “Master Builders has called
for innovation in VET and welcomes Labor’s
support for 10,000 pre-apprenticeship
programs that promote the advantages of
a trade qualification. We believe this is an
important pathway to promoting a career
in the building and construction industry.”
Economic aspects of the reply were also
welcomed. “Labor’s support for small
business, including personal income tax cuts
that will benefit unincorporated businesses
is commended and we look forward to
seeing more detail,” Wawn said.
“Ensuring small businesses have a
greater role in terms of local procurement
is an admirable goal, but once again more
detail is required.”
The Opposition’s focus on coordinated
infrastructure also met with approval.
“Labor’s ongoing strong commitment to
fund major infrastructure projects that meet
the needs of our community is supported by
Master Builders,” Wawn said.
But there was a note of caution when it
came to industrial relations. “Master
Builders wants more detail on Labor’s IR
proposals. We are concerned that if they are
closely aligned with those put forward by
the ACTU they will have adverse
consequences for our industry and the
community. The solution is not to give
unions more power at the expense of
workers,” Wawn said.
Overall, whichever way the next election
falls, the industry looks as though it is well
positioned for support.

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news
at www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: The timber entry porch glows against the shadows of the forest and the dark metal cladding of the Audain Art Museum.

The Audain Art Museum
has won an Award for
International Excellence for
its seamless marriage of
location and material.
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T

he Royal Institute of British Architects
announced their list of 20 winners of the
RIBA Awards for International Excellence in
May. The winners are now in the running for
the RIBA International Prize 2018. They were
culled from a longlist of 62 by an expert jury
and will be further narrowed to a set of four
finalists in September, with the winner to be
announced in November.

Several focus on timber as a key building
component; none more so than Canada’s
Audain Art Museum in Whistler, British
Columbia (B.C.). Designed by Patkau
Architects it is a private commission built to
house the art collection of philanthropist
Michael Audain. The extraordinary collection
focuses on local art – from a leading display
of First Nations masks, through Canadian
modernists to contemporary artists.
The museum is surrounded by evergreen
forest and is within the floodplain of
Fitzsimmons Creek. In winter, the snowfall
averages 11 metres. With such a remarkable
environment and contents, the building had
to be something special, so the architects
responded by merging the design languages
of the forest and nearby Whistler Village. The
museum forms a metaphorical and literal
bridge between the village and Fitsimmons
Creek, the void beneath it becoming a walk
through a meadow in clement conditions.
Its peaked, dark metal skin sits quietly
within the forest, shedding snow in winter
and maximising solar warmth on clear days.
Bursting out of this sober cladding like rays
of sunshine at the entry porch and glazed
walkway is a bright timber casing of Pacific
Coast hemlock, supplied by local company
Whistler Forest Products in conjunction with
several other specialist local forestry
www.timbertradernews.com
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The art of wood
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manufacturing firms. The precisely cut
timbers set up a rhythm that moves
throughout the building, contrasting with
the simple white main gallery spaces and
huge panes of glazing to make the museum
warm and playfully sculptural, reminiscent
of local ski resort designs.
The RIBA gong is one of a long list of
awards for the museum, including the 2017
AIBC Lieutenant Governor of British
Columbia Medal in Architecture and a 2018
American Institute of Architects Award.

TIMBER TALES
As befits a museum with such a strong
regional focus, a great deal of the work and
materials that went into the museum were
18 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2018

sourced locally. Richard Klinkhamer, owner
and general manager of Whistler Forest
Products, says that there were some six
months between his company bidding for
the wood supply and the first purchase
orders to sawmillers. He told TTN, “All the
hemlock was from the Pacific Coast of B.C.
with all sources being PEFC approved,
meaning the logging and processing was
done sustainably.”
The large volume of high-grade, verticalgrain clear hemlock was cut to exacting
custom dimensions by B.C. locals Mainland
Sawmill with a PEFC-certified custom cut
for J&G Log Works.
“J&G also managed most of the kiln
drying except whatever needed to be

resawn smaller for some of the products
before kiln drying,” says Klinkhamer
The actual cutting was one of the most
complex parts of the build and required an
innovative approach. As Klinkhamer says,
“The remanufacture was handled expertly by
Cedarland Forest Products, who made up all
the shop drawings to be reviewed by Patkau
Architects, and then moulded the works into
the many different profiles. Some were very
difficult to make, like parallelograms that had
up to 49-degree angles on the edges.
“The entire production had to have a one
millimetre pencil line break on all edges,
which meant it all had to be moulded twice.
When they were done we had over 48
packages including 19 profiles, 12 of which
were different” Klinkhamer concludes,
adding, “Not an easy job,” with casual
Canadian understatement.
www.timbertradernews.com
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Clockwise from above: Main gallery spaces are
simple and white to allow the art to shine, with
repeated timber and glass in other areas.

COVER FEATURE

Above: The long gallery’s window on the forest
provides another ‘artwork’ for visitors. Right:
Links to nature are practical as well as emotional.

Next came the finishing of the timbers.
Klinkhamer says, “Fisher Coating which
sanded all the stock, applied the fire retardant
treatment to the exterior stock, which had to
dry before applying the two coats of stain. A
lot of the stock had to be good on four sides,
which is almost impossible for a pre-stain
plant to perform, but they set-up a method of
holding the pieces at an angle where they sat
still for four coats until dry, and then were
packaged for shipment to the museum –
innovation wins again.”
But the process wasn’t simple. “Fire
treating the outside portion of the order took
quite a while,” Klinkhamer says, as had the
approvals process for the timber drawings,
which meant that eight months elapsed
from the first purchase orders to the first
shipment of timbers to Audain. It took
place on 20 August, 2015, the first of 11
shipments, the last on 2 March, 2016. The

www.timbertradernews.com

total volume of timber added up to about
70,000 board feet – over 165 cubic metres.
Every aspect of the build was carefully
managed by Patkau Architects and their
construction manager Axiom Builders. The
result is a building that performs its function
flawlessly, while celebrating both its
contents and its materials. As Klinkhamer
says, “General opinion of the hemlock has

been affirmative and I feel grateful for being
able to be involved in the project.”
At a glance: Audain Art Museum, designed
by Patkau Architects, led by John Patkau and
Patricia Patkau. Timber by Whistler Forest
Products, built by Axiom Builders. For more,
visit patkau.ca/projects/audain-art-museum
or www.whistlerforestproducts.com
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Lifetimes of
achievement
For brothers David and Kerry
Woodman, success has been
built over many decades of
experience, engagement
and intelligent adaptation.
And knowing the value of
good relationships.

T

he Woodmans Group today is a model
for Queensland timber and hardware,
with six operations ranging from a largeformat Mitre 10 at Beenleigh in metro
Brisbane to truss and manufacturing
services that have been the backbone of
Mackay and Rockhampton building for
many decades.
Brothers David and Kerry Woodman hold
the reins these days but, back in 1939, it
was Dave and Eddie Woodman – their
grandfather and great-uncle – and a

hardwood sawmill in Mackay that began the
family involvement in the industry.
From 1939 to 1967, the mill was the core
Woodmans business. First their father,
Garnet, joined up at the early age of 14, and
later his boys became involved in their turn.
“Kerry and I started our careers running
around sawmills, stacking timber to earn our
pocket money,” says David. “I think we had
a bit of fun back in those days.”
The early years weren’t all smooth sailing.
Despite the war effort requiring timber
supplies, conflict and the subsequent
austerity period made equipment hard to
come by. So a great deal of ingenuity and
innovation was required. “To get ahead
during these difficult years was really a huge
achievement for our grandparents and greatuncles,” says Kerry.
Part of their efforts involved diversification.
In 1956, the family acquired its first
hardware store. It was a success, and their
business grew. So much so that in 1967 the
decision was made to split the family
businesses. Kerry and David’s family would
take the hardware side, their cousins would
take the sawmills.

Top: HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES – David and Kerry were recognised for their decades of leadership and
influence in helping shape the independent industry, the highest honour in the IHG network. Above: The
extended Woodman family were in on the surprise at the IHG Awards of Excellence in Feb 2018.
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Garnet Woodman used his timber
experience and connections to advance the
business, growing from one hardware store
to six across the Mackay and Whitsundays
region. In 1971, the Woodman family made
the decision to join Mitre 10, ultimately
reaching a peak of 13 Mitre 10-branded
stores within the Woodmans Group.
But for the sawmill side of the family,
things went less smoothly. “The local
supplies of hardwood dried up,” says Kerry.
“It was a very big mill and it really relied
on major supplies of timber, that just
weren’t there. The gradual improvements
in softwood mills and software engineering
for trusses, et cetera, spelled the end of the
very large sawmill.”
Ultimately, the family moved out of milling
altogether.
For the third-generation Woodmans, it
was a salutary lesson. The family had done
what it could reasonably expect would lead
to success, but unpredicatable external
factors had thwarted it. Yet in hindsight, they
www.timbertradernews.com
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CHANGING CLIMATES
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Above: An extensive timber and building supplies offer is a trademark of the Woodman’s business, driving strong traffic through the sites each day.

could see where many of the problems lay.
“The range of species that was available
back then was significantly larger than
today,” says Kerry. “There were choices of
different softwoods for mouldings and you
could pick and choose the type of hardwood.
And species that are recognised today as
being the premier stuff wasn’t considered
high-end back then, and so there was an
awful amount of waste.”
With the Blackdown Tableland state
forests being closed off, in addition to low
recovery rates, the economies of the mill
just didn’t make sense any more. It was a
lesson that would stick with David and Kerry
in later years.

The Woodmans
business grew from
one to six hardware
stores across the
region, ultimately
reaching a peak of
13 Mitre 10-branded
stores.

THE FAMILY BUSINESS
Garnet encouraged both his sons to train at
university: David as an engineer and Kerry
as an accountant. “Though I was the most
unaccountable accountant you could find,”
Kerry admits. He joined the family business
in 1977. David went into mine management
for 12 years, before coming back into the
business in 1986.
“Family is what makes you the type of
person you are,” David says, “but our
education has given us the technical
www.timbertradernews.com

knowledge to help us make the proper
business decisions. We both have degrees
and we treat those degrees and our
experience as tools of trade.”
“I let him do all the engineering things,”
Kerry interjects. “He’s a very good space
and process man.”
Together the brothers drove decades of
growth – purchasing Finch’s Mitre 10 in

Rockhampton, the Scurr Bros business at Mt
Gravatt and Beenleigh and Iron’s Mitre 10 in
Yeppoon. The purchase of Scurrs expanded
the Woodmans business to dual locations:
David transferred south to oversee the
transformation in Brisbane, while Kerry
stayed in Mackay and managed the Northern
operations, eventually adding three
manufacturing businesses that expanded
their already close connection with trade
customers.
Under David’s stewardship, the Scurr’s
businesses were relocated and reinvented
as the Mitre 10 Mega warehouse in
Beenleigh, opening in September 2004 with
over 8600m2 of space and 30,000 individual
product lines. “It was part of the original
Mega store program initiated by Mitre 10,”
says David.

LEADING FOR CHANGE
As David and Kerry took over the operations
of the family business, they were also
involved in the wider industry at a time of
great change. Mitre 10 was then a series of
state-based wholesale bodies, which the
Woodmans had been a group member of
since the early 1970s.
As David says, “We saw early on that
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2018
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A proud family history
The Woodman family’s involvement
in timber stretches back to 1939, with
the ownership of a hardwood
sawmill in Mackay.
The long and varied family history
continues to be written today, led by
third- and fourth-generation members
who willingly share experience and
ideas for the betterment of the
broader independent sector.

The family timber business around the
middle of the 20th century.

The Woodman brothers grew up around the
family sawmills.

From the 1930s to the ’70s, timber supplies
were plentiful, but it wasn’t to last.

The range of species used today has evolved
considerably since these early days.

In 1956 the family company diversified into
their first hardware store, in Mackay.
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there was a need for a strong national
company to help the independents compete
and remain viable long-term. Both for goods
and services, and as a network of people
who had common interests, so you learn
from one another.”
He joined the Mitre 10 Northern Board
in 1987 and went on to serve as deputy
chairman and later chairman during a period
of transition, with Kerry also strongly
involved.
“The state-based model had passed its
use-by date,” Kerry says. “We really needed
to be a national company, especially as the
‘green boxes’ were starting to grow. They
were the first really national hardware group
ever in corporate hands. Hardware prior to
that had been a fragmented, state-based
industry with no dominant player. It was
clear that we as independents needed to
have a truly national company to take these
challenges head on.”
Despite a will from almost all parties to
come together as a national hardware group
for the benefit of all independent retailers, it
was neither a fast nor a simple process.
Queensland and NSW came together in
1995; SA, WA, Tasmania and Victoria merged
the following year, but it wasn’t until 2000
that Mitre 10 Australia was formed.
As Kerry says, “The different states had
different operational set-ups, and so it was
a fairly huge job to pull them under the one
organisational banner.”
David puts the success of the
amalgamation down to one factor: “We
talked a lot. The various parts of the
organisation wanted to do it, it was just a
matter of working out the best way. A little
bit of compromise was required on
everybody’s part. It was largely driven at the
board level, with support from members.”
Like many new relationships there were a
few ups and downs, but both Woodmans
describe the changes as overall very
positive. Then, in 2012, the industry changed
again as Metcash, a renowned grocery
wholesaler to the independent sector, took
full ownership of the Mitre 10 business
following an initial stake acquired in 2009.
“It’s brought rapid change,” says David,
“but at a pace that people who are fiercely
independent can take on board and support.
Metcash has a very professional approach to
supporting independent operators and far
greater resources than the cooperative did.”
The recent merging of Home Timber &
Hardware Group into the Metcash-owned
Mitre 10 business now paves the way for a
new era for independents. David sees
further potential for benefits from the
consolidation of the independent sector,
especially in using the extensive network of
stores to better service national customers.

The recent merging of
Home Timber &
Hardware Group into
the Metcash-owned
Mitre 10 business
now paves the way
for a new era of
independents.

“A concern for the future is that if one
corporate is allowed to dominate, it will lead
to an unhealthy lack of competition for
consumers in the industry. It may be
necessary for some of the statutory bodies
to have a better understanding of the
industry and understand the impacts, along
the lines of what happened in the grocery
industry in Australia.”

HIGHS AND LOWS
Their engagement with industry issues and
success with their own businesses has
seen both Woodman brothers recognised. In
2014, David was awarded the HAQ Industry
Legend of the Year, with Kerry winning the
same title in 2017. The accolades came again
in early 2018 when the two brothers were
Hall of Fame inductees at the Independent
Hardware Group Expo.
Kerry runs Mackay Truss and Timber,
Woodmans Glass and Aluminium and the
Steeline Roofing Centre all from the one site
in Mackay. It’s a change to their past
holdings; as David describes it, “We used to
have the hardware up there as well, which
completed the package.“
Traditionally, the Woodmans Group had
been major suppliers for the 700–1000
homes a year that were needed in the
Mackay area. “That was pretty standard,”
says Kerry. “But during the area’s megaexpansion in around 2012-14, it got up to
thousands per annum and they overbuilt.
There was a lot of external investment,
because rents had rocketed due to
shortages for mine workers, and so a lot of
people invested in houses.
“When the market collapsed with the
contraction in the mining sector, that left a
lot of excess supply, a lot of empty houses
that will never be rented, and a lot of
conned investors. For the last three years,
www.timbertradernews.com
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we’ve had fewer than 250 houses per year
built here. The region’s lost 30,000 people in
a very short period of time. Many of our
prominent customers have either shut down
or moved for work. It was awful.”
The Woodman brothers saw it coming,
and, mindful of what had happened with the
sawmill industry in the region decades
before, adapted to survive.
“We made decisions to trim our
businesses and concentrate on those that
were going well,” David says. “The market
had contracted in Mackay and there was
surplus capacity there, so we looked to
Rockhampton and Yeppoon, which are much
more stable markets.”
“They have over 500 permits per annum
at the moment,” says Kerry, “which means
their building industry is twice the size of
Mackay’s. We have a strong market share.
Our truss plant at Yeppoon is by far the
largest in the area in terms of volume. It
produces anything between 30 and 50
houses per month. We supply right out
to Longreach, Springsure, all those areas.
The catchment is very large. Plus we sell
a lot of steel and timber and we supply
all the tie-down ancillaries as well as
flooring systems.”

SOUND BUSINESS PRACTICES
Despite the odd unavoidable setback, David
and Kerry have overseen decades of
success, based around the development of
lasting customer relationships and strong
connections to the industry and local
communities where they operate.
With a focus on trade, the stores have a
reputation for their extensive product range
and outstanding service, even down to the
invoicing. “We’ve got customers who are
still using paper-based systems,” says Kerry.
“And faxes, which some of our software
packages no longer support. I’ve spent the
last 40 years moving us over to being a fully

computerised system, but we accommodate
our customers’ needs.”
In line with the efficiency and practicality
of the brothers, the Woodmans Group
businesses have migrated to one system for
all the northern operations.
Kerry says, “I was never destined to be an
accountant, in the strict sense of the word,
but all those technological advancements
and technical enhancements, we take them
up as quickly as we can get hold of them.
Over time, our administration costs have
declined as computerisation improves so
many things.”
And it’s more than the building industry
that has driven their success. “We still see
retail as a very important part of business,”
David says. “Although our northern stores
tend to focus on the trade supply side of the
business, retail in Beenleigh is very
important for us.”
“We’ve got some very good staff in our
retail section and the range is what our

Success has been
built around
developing lasting
customer relationships
and a strong
connection to the
industry and local
communities.

customers want,” David says. “A lot of
tradesmen shop in our stores, so when
DIYers want trade-quality goods, they know
that we’ve got them. And we’ve got a good,
wide range of what I would call ‘pure retail’
goods as well. You can buy everything you
need for your weekend project.”
Kerry adds, “We were present in the area
before this store was built, and when we
closed that business to move to Beenleigh,
we brought a lot of sales with us. But the
market also changed: we saw customers
we had never seen before in that big store.
And David’s staff are really in tune with
what the customers want. The staff look out
for opportunities for great prices and deals
for them.”
The kitchen display area is another retail
gem with several complete kitchen displays
on show for people to walk through and see
both the quality of range on offer – each
display represents a wide set of choices –
and how various options work. “If you want
to show someone how to use a lazy Susan
or a rapid boil water heater, or a water filter,
or different benchtops, all their choices are
there,” says David. “We try to pack in as
many options as we can, so customers can
see and touch and use the products they
want to buy.”
A 3D computer design service is available
free in store, as well as a complete range of
quality appliances. “The staff really know
their stuff,” says Kerry. “It’s another situation
where, if you can get in tune with your
customer base, you can really drive your
business forward.”
It’s that listening to needs – and meeting
them – that has been at the heart of the
Woodmans Group success as businesses, in
industry, and with their highly respected
personal reputations.
As David says, “I think you have to be
consistent and persistent, and service the
socks off people.”

Woodmans Group
today
1. Mitre 10 Beenleigh,
Beenleigh
2. Finch’s Mitre 10,
Rockhampton
3. Irons Hardware & Timber,
Yeppoon
4. Mackay Truss & Timber
5. Woodmans Glass and
Aluminium, Mackay
6. Steeline Roofing Centre,
Mackay
Above left: David and his son Brendan, who is a fourth-generation worker for the Woodmans Group. Above right:
Mackay Truss & Timber has continued to support local builders through the ups and downs in the region.
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Abrasive options
Knowing the right grains,
backings and other qualities
can make all the difference
to your sanding.
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C

reating a smooth, precisely shaped
product is the goal of joinery and most
timber-based trades and crafts. To that end,
we rely on abrasives to sand and polish our
work. A few centuries ago, it was done using
rough sharkskin, or equisetum reeds. These
days, there is a wide range of coated
abrasives to do the job. We spoke with a
team from specialist manufacturer Hermes
Abrasives Australia for a rundown of this vital,
but often overlooked component of the trade.
Coated abrasives, more commonly known
as sandpaper, are made up of several key

elements. The backing, the glues, the
additives and the abrasive grain all affect
the performance of the sandpaper on
different workpieces.
The Hermes team said, “Driven by the
customer’s needs, abrasive manufacturers
are continually assessing these key elements
to review what can be upgraded to improve
the abrasive’s performance and to reduce the
overall cost for the customer. Due to this,
abrasives have transformed over the years
and now there is a wide variety available to
suit every workpiece and industry.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Foam backing pads will extend the life of a coated abrasive, as well as provide better contact
between the abrasive and surface. Left: Creating smooth finishes is the main goal.
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BACKINGS, GLUES AND
ADDITIVES
Backings range from simple kraft paper (the
cheapest and commonest type at a
hardware store); through paper with a range
of barrier coatings designed to resist
moisture or work effectively with common
timber coatings (such as animal-hide-based
glues); to cloth, paper/cloth and stitch
bonded cloth, which are flexible and used in
belts; even rubber and vulcanised fibre, used
as disc backings.
Glues/resins used to attach the abrasive to
the backing also come in an extensive
range. These are applied in a two-stage
process, the first to bond the abrasive to the
backing, the second to anchor the product
and increase the physical strength of the
www.timbertradernews.com

finished product. Different options have
different hardness, heat tolerance, moisture
resistance and grain retention. Suppliers can
advise users on the best product to meet
their needs, balancing conditions, purpose
and cost effectiveness.
Additives can also be combined with the
grain during the attachment process to
improve the final abrasive’s performance in
a range of areas from durability through to
anti-static and special cooling additives.
Again, these come with trade-offs, usually in
the area of added cost.
Some products are designed to be used
in conjunction with proprietary systems built
by or in conjunction with the largest abrasive
manufacturers. More commonly, sheets and
belts are available to work with a large range
of machines and hand tools.
Added features such as backing pads, and
velcro and foam backing are also available.
These work to extend the life of abrasives
and to make installation easier/more secure.
Providing your supplier with the most
comprehensive information possible about
your set-up and products will mean they can
give you the most effective advice. Quite
often, companies are using a good product
they are happy with, but unaware that there
is another available that may do the same
job at a lower price, or do a better job that
allows them to earn more or save money
elsewhere in production.

GRAINS
The different abrasive grains available are
key contributors to the variety in sandpaper.
Abrasive grains are materials that are hard
and tough enough to wear away another
material. The most common types available

The different
abrasive grains
available are key
contributors to the
variety in sandpaper.

in the Australian market are aluminium oxide
grain, silicon carbide grain, zirconia alumina
grain and ceramic grain. Hardness and
toughness vary between grain types.
Depending on the workpiece and required
finish, different grains will perform and suit
your needs better.
Abrasive grain is mostly artificially
produced and there can be variations within
grain types depending on the abrasive grain
manufacturer, and the quality required. For
example, aluminium oxide grain is generally
produced by refining the naturally occurring
minerals bauxite and alumina. These
processes can vary between manufacturers
which can result in different grades of grain.
End users can trust the reliability of product
type from batch to batch with reputable
suppliers, but there can be differences
(albeit these are often minor) between
similarly described products purchased from
different suppliers.
Toughness and hardness are separate
qualities. Material toughness is the
resistance of an object to fracturing, and
material hardness is the resistance of an
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2018
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WHICH ABRASIVE GRAIN IS BEST
FOR ME?

object to scratching or cutting. Picture
hitting a block of solid metal with a hammer.
Because metal has a high toughness, it can
handle the weight of the impact without
fracturing, but if you hit a diamond with a
hammer, it would likely shatter, because its
toughness is not high enough to absorb the
impact. Now picture sliding a point of the
solid metal block along the hammer’s face.
It might scratch the hammer face very
slightly, but a diamond will create a deeper
scratch on the hammer face because it has
a higher hardness than metal.
The two basic grains used in coated
abrasives are aluminium oxide and silicon
carbide. These two grains are the cheapest
to produce and so are used the most
commonly for general purpose applications.
However, as the industry has changed from
mostly softwood timbers to harder species,
a desire has arisen for abrasives that last
longer. Here in Australia, we have seen an
increase in the use of zirconia grain
products, which give greater belt life as well
as quicker sanding time against that of
aluminium oxide. Even more recently,
demand for ceramic grain, which also gives
improved belt life, has increased.
Grains are available in a range of grit types
and as open or closed grains. It is also worth
discussing these options with your supplier
as some traditional sanding techniques have
been updated, thanks to research and new
materials being introduced.
For further information or to seek expert
assistance, visit www.hermes.com.au
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ALUMINIUM OXIDE
The timber industry has long used abrasives
with aluminium oxide grain for general
sanding and finishing. Abrasives with
aluminium oxide are generally the cheapest
available. Aluminium oxide grain has a higher
toughness than that of silicon carbide grain
and so will last longer before fracturing.
Benefits: Tough, long tool life
Good for stock removal

SILICON CARBIDE
Silicon carbide grain has a higher hardness
than aluminium oxide and as a result will cut
deeper and finer. This results in a fast cutting
speed. The lower toughness results in faster
wearing of the grain than of that seen in
aluminium oxide.
Benefits: Sharp, fine scratch patterns ideal
for a smooth finish
Fast cutting speed

ZIRCONIA ALUMINA
Zirconia alumina (zirconia) was designed to
grind metal but as some of our hardwood
species here in Australia are so hard,
zirconia seemed like a logical direction and
improvement over aluminium oxide. There is
no doubt the introduction of zirconia has
impacted on the number of belts sold as the
longevity of the product has reduced the
number of belts the customer needs.
Zirconia grain is tougher than aluminium
oxide and so will last longer before
fracturing but requires high grinding
pressure to perform optimally.
Benefits: Good for hardwood and softwood
Longest tool life
Good for calibrating

Left: A range of common abrasive grains, which
are bonded to backings. From top: aluminium
oxide, silicon carbide and zirconia alumina

www.timbertradernews.com
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Open coated grain is
used to reduce
clogging of the
abrasive and
improves tool life, but
stock removal rate is
decreased. Closed
coated grain pattern
is the standard.

The experts at Hermes Abrasives Australia
have compiled the following guide to abrasive
grains. Due to the variety in applications and
timber types, the information provided is
intended as general advice only. Other factors
will also determine what abrasives are
suitable for specific applications. For
example: the workpiece, machine used to
sand, the required finish, abrasive budget,
and the backing type of the abrasives.
Contact your local abrasives supplier for
professional advice on your particular
application. No matter the requirement,
there is an ideal abrasive solution for
every need.

SPECIAL FEATURE

Above: Talk with your abrasives supplier about
your specific needs for the best advice on grains,
backings and coatings.

OPEN AND CLOSED COAT
Above: Industrial coated abrasives are available bonded to a range of backings, ranging from coated
papers suitable for general use to flexible cloth and hard-wearing vulcanised fibre discs.

CERAMIC
Ceramic grain was also designed for use in
the metal industry but might have found a
second home in timber for the same reason
as zirconia grain. Ceramic grain is harder and
tougher than zirconia, however the shape of
the grain is rounder and its optimal grinding
pressure is lower. Due to its grain shape and
durability, ceramic is better suited to

hardwood applications but can be used on
softwood. Interest in the market continues
to grow for ceramic grain. However, due to
the premium price, time will decide whether
this will become a commonly used abrasive
in the timber industry.
Benefits: Good for hardwood
Longest tool life
Lower optimal grinding pressure

Grains are spread over the backing in a
range of densities. These densities can be
generally broken down into two categories,
open and closed coatings. Open coated
grain is used to reduce clogging of the
abrasive and improves tool life. The
downside to open coating is that there is
less grain on the abrasive and so the stock
removal rate is decreased. Closed coated
grain pattern is the standard and this is used
in most applications where clogging isn’t an
issue.

HERMES CERAMIC

Superior ceramic grain now available
Tough, high-performance, low sanding temperatures & improved sanding life
Available in disc or belt form, cloth or paper - suitable for metal or wood

Hermes Abrasives Australia

www.hermes.com.au | sales@hermes.com.au
03 9587 1171 | 1800 335 473
www.timbertradernews.com
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WATT ABOUT

THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

Theft from an employer
When is it appropriate and fair to dismissal an employee for theft?
he case of David Dawson v Qantas
Airways Limited is an interesting
examination of the law, and an example of
the dangers of proceeding to arbitration
of a matter.
Mr Dawson was a flight attendant with
an unblemished record for Qantas for 28
years. He was 50 years old at the time of
the arbitration.
After a domestic flight, a random search
found he had removed Qantas property
from the aircraft – namely a mini bottle of
gin, two mini bottles of vodka, a can of beer,
and a bottle of beer. The alcohol was
concealed about his person or in his bag.
During the ensuing investigation, he
attempted to mislead or deceive Qantas
about how the alcohol came to be in his
possession, in contravention of a clear
written policy that no company property
can be removed from an aircraft. In
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particular, he told the investigator that his
wife had obtained the miniature bottle of
gin at a hotel the day prior to the flight.
When the investigator followed this up, it
turned out the hotel didn’t sell miniature
bottles of alcohol.

The decision by the
FWC in the first
instance was that the
dismissal was not
unreasonable,
because there had
been a valid reason.

After a ‘show cause’ process, his
employment was terminated for two
reasons:
• Stealing alcohol that was Qantas
property; and
• Attempting to deceive Qantas during the
investigation.
Mr Dawson argued that termination was
disproportionate to the offence under the
circumstances. He also argued that another
employee who had been found with Qantas
chocolates during the same search had not
had her employment terminated, and that
the inconsistent treatment rendered his
dismissal unfair.
The decision by the FWC in the first
instance was that the dismissal was not
unreasonable, because there had been a
valid reason, and the theft had occurred.
And the dismissal was not unjust because
Qantas followed a fair process. However,
the Commission found that the dismissal
was harsh, based on the following factors:
• His 28 years of unblemished service for
Qantas as a long-haul flight attendant.
• The small value of the items stolen.
• The Applicant’s age of 50 meant it would
be difficult to get another job, certainly as
a flight attendant.
• Although he gave an incorrect
explanation, he did correct it.
• He had a number of medical and family
issues prior to the incident.
The Commission awarded Mr Dawson 26
weeks’ pay, the maximum compensation
that can be awarded in the jurisdiction.
Qantas successfully appealed the
decision. A Full Bench of the Commission
decided that termination was not unfair.
Primarily, the Full Bench decided that the
description by the Commissioner at first
instance of the attempt to mislead the
investigation as an ‘incorrect explanation’
understated the severity of the events. The
Full Bench emphasised that Mr Dawson only
www.timbertradernews.com
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came clean when directly confronted by the
investigator’s findings regarding how the
alcohol came into his possession. The
relatively trivial value of the items stolen
was not considered a factor weighing in
favour of Mr Dawson.
The Full Bench also said:
“We note the Applicant has been a long
serving employee of the Respondent for 28
years and that, at 50 years of age, it may be
difficult to gain employment as a flight
attendant. Further, we empathise with the
personal, family and financial circumstances
of the Applicant. However, we are not
satisfied that those circumstances outweigh
the prohibited conduct the Applicant
engaged in when employed by the
Respondent. Additionally, the assertion that
other employees were allowed to go to the
toilets with their bags prior to the search
being undertaken, even if accepted, does
not detract from the fact that the Applicant
removed the alcohol from the aircraft and
misled the Respondent during its
investigations.”
So in November 2016, Mr Dawson won
his unfair dismissal claim and was awarded
26 weeks’ compensation, but by March

2017, he had lost his unfair dismissal claim,
and would have been left with his (likely)
significant legal expenses.
What should you do if you believe that
an employee has stolen from the
business?
There are a number of steps that need
to be taken, most of them critical, if you
are considering dismissing an employee
for theft.
• Stand the employee down on pay while

So in November 2016,
Mr Dawson won his
unfair dismissal
claim, but by March
2017, he had lost his
claim and would have
been left with his
legal expenses.

you investigate.
• Gather any evidence you have, including
speaking to witnesses and viewing CCTV
footage, that proves that the conduct
occurred.
• Invite the employee to a meeting and let
them know before the meeting that they
will be required to answer serious
allegations of theft, and that they may
bring a support person to the meeting.
• At the meeting, explain the allegations,
put the evidence to the employee
(including showing them any footage),
and give the employee a genuine
opportunity to give you an explanation.
• If the employee gives you an explanation
that doesn’t involve theft, you need to
investigate the employee’s explanation,
e.g. if the employee says that they had
been authorised to remove property,
find out by whom, and interview that
person specifically about the employee’s
assertion.
• If you come to the conclusion that the
employee did steal from you, best
practice is to engage in a ‘show cause’
process, where you invite the employee
to address you on the question of
appropriate disciplinary outcome.

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!

Next month in

CLADDING
Coming up in the July 2018 issue of Timber
Trader News, a special feature on cladding.
• Timbers, fasteners and systems to provide
the perfect result.
• Treatments and finishes to keep exteriors
and interiors at their best.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: 6 June, 2018.
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BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Are you an expert witness?

D

espite the efforts of peak timber
industry groups to build and sustain
a high level of professionalism across the
sector, there are still a significant number
of timber flooring concerns that reach
critical conflict point annually. Inevitably
a considerable percentage of these
complaints will end up in court, where
the parties will present their argument or
defence, often supported by a witness

“An expert witness is
a person skilled by
special study or
experience…”
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or witnesses. However not all witnesses are
created equal and it’s not uncommon to find
that one or both parties have secured the
services of an ‘expert witness’, particularly
although not exclusively on larger
commercial complaint hearings where the
financial costs are significant.
By definition “an expert witness is a
person skilled by special study or experience
in the subject matter before the court,
arbitrator or tribunal and who is accordingly,
permitted by the legal system to give his or
her opinion in evidence, to state conclusions
whether drawn from facts from his or her
own observations or from observations
proved at the hearing by other evidence.”

CASE EXAMPLE
As suggested previously, not all witnesses
or indeed expert witnesses are created
equal, as is evident in the following example.

A highly regarded timber flooring specialist
contracted to refinish approximately 30m²
of timber flooring in the home of a
consumer who identified himself as being
highly allergic and having a sensitive
respiratory system. The consumer was
provided with the pros and cons of the
coating systems available at that time and,
despite advice to the contrary, decided to
have his floor coated in solvent-based
polyurethane. On completion of the project
an invoice was issued, but despite several
reminders and threats of legal action the
account remained unpaid with the consumer
claiming that the fumes and odour from the
coating had triggered his allergies and
respiratory sensitivity despite his having
vacated the property for a month after the
project was completed. The matter ended up
before the court, both parties armed with an
expert witness.
Prior to either witness giving evidence
the judge asked each one to cite their
qualifications. The consumer chose a
representative from the Environmental
Protection Agency whose area of expertise
was air quality and the flooring specialist
chose a chemist with a background in
research, development and the
manufacturing of floor finishes. The
environmental protection guy suggested
that the chemical vapour released during off
gassing was lodged in the curtains and
furniture upholstery subsequently reigniting
the consumer’s allergies and respiratory
sensitivity. The chemist countered advising
that the toxic chemical in polyurethane
coating did not have an odour; that the smell
commonly associated with the product
emanated from a carrier chemical which is
present in a variety of household products
e.g. marking pens, deodorant, hair spray and
fly spray to name but a few. In closing the
judge acknowledged the chemist’s ongoing
www.timbertradernews.com
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Qualifications are only a part of what it takes to feel comfortable in court.
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DUTY TO THE COURT

Many inspectors
called to report…
face a potential
conflict of interest
with their workplace,
clients or consumer.

involvement in research and development
of the subject matter (coatings) as providing
superior knowledge and expertise and found
in favour of the flooring specialist. The bill
was paid.

DUTY TO ACCURACY
There are two scenarios for expert
witnesses. The first, as court appointed to
clarify issues arising during the hearing and
second that of a flooring inspector who has
been requested by a party to inspect and
provide a report on the issue at hand. In the
first instance a court-appointed witness’s
duty is to the court, they may be crossexamined by the solicitor for either party,
in responding it is the responsibility of
the court-appointed expert to provide
observations based only on scientifically
proven facts. Both parties will take every
opportunity to discredit your statement or
analysis of the issue in question. As a
perceived expert witness, they are more
than likely to be in the trade they are
testifying on, should their testimony be
flawed or found irrelevant to the case their
standing in the trade may be compromised.

Alternatively, a flooring inspector contracted
by a party to inspect and report on an issue
may be considered an expert; when
testifying in court under oath their primary
duty is to the court, to present the truth in
fact not opinion, even if their statement
sways against the person or organisation
who engaged them. This can and indeed
may be perceived as a conflict of interest,
compromising the concept of expert
witness.
A report by an expert witness must
specify;
a. The person’s qualifications as an
expert.
b. The field of expertise in which they
are giving evidence.
c. A statement of what the expert
witness was asked to report about.
d. The facts, matters and assumptions
on which the opinions in the report are
based.
e. Reasons for each opinion expressed.
f. If applicable – if a particular question
or issue falls outside his or her field of
expertise.
g. Any literature or other materials
utilised in support of the opinions; and
h. Any examinations, test or other
investigations, on which he or she has
relied and identity and details of the
qualifications of the person who
carried them out.

ARE YOU AN EXPERT?
An expert is a person who is recognised by
his peers and who has been formally
educated and trained in their area of an
industry. Any expert witness appearing
before a court or tribunal should be mindful
that on their performance not only will their

personal but also their professional
reputation and integrity be judged. Any
unwise conduct on their part will reflect
badly on their profession and organisations
representing that profession.
“Any person requested to act in the
capacity of an expert witness must ask
themselves; Am I experienced? Am I skilled
enough in the subject matter of the dispute
to act as an expert witness? If there is the
slightest doubt as to your capacity to act as
an expert witness then it is suggested that
you resist any temptation to so act.” [EE
Morris AM FIAMA]
While many will perceive that the gap
between the legal requirements for an
expert witness and the qualifications of the
majority of flooring inspectors are not that
different, there is the issue of formal training
and qualifications to underpin the skills
learnt by many ‘on the job’.
Historically, such training programs have
been sporadically delivered resulting in high
incidence of self-taught or mate-taught
flooring inspector candidates. Then there is
the ever-present issue of conflict of interest,
not just in the courtroom arena but in
everyday life and relationships; many of the
inspectors called to report on a concern or
floor failure are also employed in the
manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing or
installation of timber flooring and as such
have a potential conflict with their
workplace, clients or the consumer.
For those engaged in or contemplating
a role as an industry flooring inspector, there
is much to consider as the impact of the
role will challenge your integrity and
credibility in the industry as well as your
business, career and livelihood, as some of
those who have gone before you have
found out.

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com

specialist in

TASMANIAN OAK
flooring, lining dressed boards & architraves
www.timbertradernews.com

(03) 9588 1922 dysoncurrie.com.au
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Building into the future
Expert building professional Theo Pasialis talks about his work to speed up
Australian take-up of CLT construction.
heo Pasialis is a man on a mission.
Director Construction at Holz DC, he
has spent the past year working with his
team to have cross-laminated timber (CLT)
included in the standards of statutory bodies
across Australia.
“We’re working to have an open dialogue,
focused on education, with industry bodies
such as the Housing Industry Association,
of which Holz DC is a proud member,”
Pasialis says.
The company is taking the message
of CLT to industry professionals and the
general community, promoting their
projects, holding meetings, even giving
tours through projects under construction. If
they seem a little evangelical, it’s with good
reason: they have seen CLT’s ability to slash
build times up to 20%, control budgets with
savings around 15% and deliver precise,
high-quality results.
Holz DC links with developers and
builders with their range of independent
CLT experts, sourced from a national pool
of best-in-class, to deliver a seamless

and efficient ‘one stop shop’ for CLT
construction. They are currently working on
over 200 CLT dwellings in New South Wales
and Victoria.
The need for such a service became
apparent when the directors saw the slow
take-up of CLT in the industry. As Pasialis
says, “More investment is needed in
educating architects, engineers and other
consultants to understand the benefits of

CLT, and how to design accordingly. When
the consultants understand the technology,
they’ll be able to steer their clients to CLT as
a viable solution.”

PROJECT SAVINGS
Holz DC is currently working with a number
of forward-thinking builders, developers,

Above: Approximately 350 panels of CLT with a combined weight of 80 tonnes were used in the
Shellharbour project, but the ease of construction meant a total erection time of only 15 days.

Our new Strut Roller not
only delivers high-volume
output, but also significantly
reduces the effort required
to handle materials.

www.multinailmachinery.com
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Above: Holz DC and Hyperbuild worked together on Australia’s first triplex built from CLT in Shellharbour
on the NSW South Coast.

engineers and architects on CLT projects
and the results are speaking for themselves.
A recent project in partnership with leading
residential CLT construction company,
Hyperbuild has seen Australia’s first triplex
build from CLT in Shellharbour on the NSW
South Coast.
“Each dwelling is approximately 200m2
over two storeys” says Pasialis. “In total,
approximately 350 panels of CLT were
used, a combined weight of approximately
80 tonnes. We are incredibly proud to say
the total erection time was only 15 days.

Other than the ground floor concrete slab,
all the walls, floors and roofs are built from
CLT panels.
“Externally, the CLT panels were clad. The
roof was finished with Colourbond sheets
installed over the CLT roof structure.
Internally some surfaces were left exposed
as a visual-grade finish to highlight the
timber. The majority of this building had
plasterboard either directly stuck or with
furring channels to the CLT.”
There were more efficiencies of time built
into the project than just the ease of

“With CLT floors,
trades can get into
the building once the
floor is in place.”
installing panels and the ability to plan in
more detail with prefabricated product.
Pasialis says, “The advantage with CLT
floors is that trades can get into the building
and start to do rough-ins once the floor is in
place. There is no need for back propping

Detailers, step up to the
productivity that a true
multi-user environment can
bring to your business

manager
For more information contact Multinail Australia
enquiry@multinail.com

www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Use of CLT also means the triplexes are
efficiently insulated for heat and acoustics.

“The carbon cost of
shipping is very small
compared to CLT’s
overall savings.”

Above: CLT panels are finely finished and can
come with service openings predrilled.
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of floors which restricts access to trades
in a traditional concrete floor.”
And when it comes to environmental
impacts, this development represents a
saving of approximately 250-300 tonnes of
CO2 over traditional masonry/steel
construction. Even though most CLT is still
imported from Europe, Pasialis says, “the
carbon cost of shipping is very small in
comparison with the overall savings
achieved via CLT construction. Broadly
speaking, in terms of manufacturing and
transporting CO2 emissions, one tonne of
concrete = approximately 1 tonne of CO2
emissions. One tonne of CLT =
approximately 100kg of CO2 emissions.” He
notes that a CLT manufacturer has recently
opened in NSW and so future savings may
well be even greater.
The Holz DC team includes builders,
developers, architects and engineers.
“They have all been through our quality
standards process and are specifically
trained for CLT installation,” says Pasialis.
“We’ve also developed a good relationship
with logistics companies that undertake
transportation of CLT panels to building sites
swiftly and efficiently.”
Holz DC’s Director of Engineering
Bernhard Waschl is frequently in Europe
to explore new opportunities and
developments in CLT, but Pasialis sees
areas where they still need to target their
work in Australia: “Changes to BCA to
embrace massive timber as a building
material are required and we have no doubt

this will happen. Furthermore, educationM
is paramount across all stakeholders
in Y
M
the industry.
Y
CM
“Holz DC is committed to playing a part
CM
MY
in this process through our stakeholder
MY
engagement activities and connectionsCYwith
industry bodies. We want to helpCY builders,
CMY
developers, architects and engineers de-risk
CMY
K
their projects by using CLT. It’s exciting to
K
note that there are a number of builders
across Australia producing large buildings
using CLT already.”
For more information, visit holzdc.
com.au.
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Above: Theo Pasialis hopes that Holz DC will
speed up the growth of CLT in Australian building.
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The whole package

I

t’s a familiar mantra from building designers
and frame manufacturers: information is
the key to success. Whether regarding site
conditions, timber used, finishes or any of
the dozens of intervening steps, the more
you know about where you are building and
what you are building with, the greater
chance of a successful final product.
With that in mind, Hyne Timber‘s proposal
for the Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services (QFES) Complex in Maryborough,
Queensland included being the first Glue
Laminated Timber (GLT) manufacturer in
Australia to provide Building Information

Modelling (BIM) content for GLT in the
project.
The proposal was welcomed by the
Queensland Government after considering
the design under the state’s market-led
proposal framework, and is currently at the
detailed design stage in collaboration with
the client, with hopes for a 2019 start date.
It forms the basis of the ‘Engineered Timber
Fire Station: A Collaborative Journey of
Innovation’ presentation in the Technology
session at the Frame 2018 conference (see
below for details).
Hyne Timber has led the Maryborough
project in partnership with the University of
Queensland (UQ) Centre for Future Timber
Structures, Hutchinson Builders, X-Lam and
Baber Studio. Katie Fowden, Hyne Timber’s
manager strategic relations, said scanning,
3D modelling and topology optimisation
were elements of the technology that will
be used by the collective design team.
The BIM content for GLT will be in
accordance with recently developed
AS/NZS BIM standards [AS ISO
16739:2017, Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC)].
But Hyne’s innovation isn’t just for
one project team. Users of Autodesk
Revit software, a leading BIM tool,
can now access the Hyne Timber
‘GLT Families’ for designs

Above: Hyne Beam 17. Above (insert): Maryborough Member Bruce Saunders, QFES Acting
Superintendent James Gill, Hyne Timber Katie Fowden and the UQ Scanning Team at the old station.
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incorporating Australian-graded,
independently certified products for their
timber projects while ensuring product
specifications are accurate and reliable.
Rob Mansell, Hyne Timber’s GLT business
development manager, described this as an
important milestone for the design and
construction industry. “Technology is
transforming the way buildings are designed
and BIM provides insight and tools to more
efficiently plan, design, construct and
manage buildings,” he said.
“As momentum grows towards the
mandatory adoption of BIM, ensuring
our product range provides BIM content
is timely.”

THE BENEFITS OF BIM
BIM is much more than a buzz acronym in
the industry. It’s closer to a new philosophy
of building. Instead of looking at the various
parts of a building’s life – planning, design,
building, living, remodelling, demolition,
recycling, etc – as discrete elements, they
all combine to form a whole-of-life data set
that is stored and accessible for all users.
Each user is able to make decisions based
on accurate information supplied by the
others, and data should be easily supplied to
external bodies, such as councils, thanks to
the Standard’s emphasis on open-source IFC
(Industry Foundation Classes) files, which
can be freely exported and imported to
proprietary software.
BIM allows for costs to be reduced
throughout the lifespan of the project, but
most particularly in construction. Because all
the teams involved are talking to each other
before the construction process begins,
there is less room for confusion or
misinterpretation. The 3D models that are a
key part of BIM allow for design adaptations
to be quickly understood by all build partners
and can be used as both a planning tool
with clients and a checking tool for
contractors, saving on rectifications and late
changes. If changes do occur, all partners
know about them and their implications.
Timelines are shortened, transitions
between building phases are made
smoother and opportunities for collaboration
and economies are easily spotted using
BIM. All with documentation that is accurate
and extensive. Future renovations or
www.timbertradernews.com
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Technologies combine to
deliver whole-of-life building
data in engineered timber
construction.
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adaptations are also made easier and
cheaper, and new technologies can be more
readily integrated.
Hyne’s proposal for the QFES Complex
had at its heart the provision of BIM content
for the locally grown and engineered timber
used in the design and build. The proposal is
progressing through ‘Stage 2’, but the
company’s BIM content is available to
download now and is already being used by
the design team.
Principal architect Kim Baber called it an
example of the benefits of early contractor
involvement. “For commercial projects, it
isn’t simply a case of placing an order of
GLT products. We need timber experts on
the design team from the start,” he said.
“Working closely from the concept stage
means we now have BIM content for the
GLT components, something that didn’t
previously exist.”
Baber said all product details, from
dimensions, mass and volume, down to
the colour and texture of GLT, could be
brought into the 3D model in a single
integrated BIM element. “This means we
can exchange quantitative information with
our consultant team, particularly the
structural engineer, as well as clients, all
from the same model,” he said.
Baber added, “Commercial projects
require service and innovative solutions, and
that is exactly what Hyne Timber has
provided, enabling improved accuracy when
sharing technical building information and
saving considerable time.”

DATA GATHERED AND SHARED
More than just the details of the design’s
GLT, Hyne’s contribution to the QFES
Complex BIM began with a UQ
collaboration. Post-graduate members of the
Centre for Future Timber Structures scanned
the existing Maryborough Fire Station
building and surrounds. A rotating, hand-held
laser scanner gathered 40,000 range
measurements per second, which were
converted into a 3D field of view.

Above: UQ School of Civil Engineering Lecturer SangHyung Ahn and the scanner at the top of the
Maryborough Fire Tower.

“Entire structures are
prefabricated offsite
to within a tolerance
of 2mm.”
The result was a precise model that could
be used to document and plan interfaces
between old and new structures.
Baber says that this level of precision is
necessary for projects working with
engineered timbers: “Entire timber
structures are designed and prefabricated
offsite to within a tolerance of 2mm.
“Such high levels of precision in both the
scanning of the existing site conditions
combined with contemporary prefabrication
of both the Glue Laminated Timber (GLT)
and Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) new
building components will significantly
increase the reliability and the efficiency of
construction.”

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack:
Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184

Luke Churchin, Hutchinson Builders
design manager, said GLT BIM content
provides value beyond efficiencies during
the design and construction stages.
“As a building company, it is important for
us to provide the client with as much detail
as possible in relation to the life cycle of the
building,” he said.
“The benefits of BIM include the capacity
to store data and detail relating to the
project such as certification, chain of
custody, inventory, warranties, energy
consumption, equipment information and
periodic maintenance procedures. This can
simply be passed on to the end user for
their facility management and ongoing
building operation.”
The full story of the new QFES complex
design will be told at Frame Australia’s
‘Timber Offsite Construction’ conference.
Frame 2018, ‘Timber Offsite
Construction’, will be held on
Monday and Tuesday 18-19 June at
Park Hyatt, Melbourne. For details,
visit www.frameaustralia.com

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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GN GUIDELINES
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ANOTHER MITEK ADVANTAGE – JUNE 2018

By Tim Rossiter, state manager, NSW and WA

When is ‘flat’ flat enough?
A

regular enquiry we engineers in the
truss industry receive is about a ‘flat’
ceiling, or the lack thereof! Aesthetic
judgements about a suitable surface finish
are inherently subjective; to quote Al
Neuharth, “the difference between a
mountain and a molehill is your perspective.”
It is true a truss may occasionally have an
unusual deviation along its span caused by a
wide variety of possible issues - Ref GN
Guideline #120 for a checklist (www.mitek.
com.au/Publications/GN-Guidelines/Designand-Installation). The first point to appreciate
though is that trusses don’t float in the air!
Truss levels are at the mercy of the
straightness of their wall supports.
Supporting walls are framed with pre-cut
studs of a uniform length to ensure a
consistent height. Like trusses, wall frames
do not float in the air, and their shape also
follows their support. (The straightness of
the top plate is furthermore affected by
natural lintel deflections under load.)
We now come to the slab level. Did you
know the levelness of the concrete slab has
a direct effect on the levelness of the
ceiling? When we are told the slab is ‘as
good as can be expected’, is it reasonable to
expect the ceiling to be flat enough to play
competition billiards on, if the room was
upside down!?
So what are the ‘rules’? Every state and
territory has guidelines for dealing with
construction disputes. Tolerances of finish
are no exception, and concrete slabs are
definitely included (See Table 1 for various
state definitions and references you can
download for future use).
Of course, a diligent team of carpenters
(who are sufficiently paid to spend the time)
could pack under the wall frames and/or
over the top plates to improve the
straightness of truss supports. But is it their
responsibility? And who pays for it when the
slab is not within tolerance?

State/Territory
Reference Document

Relevant Clause

NSW/ACT
NSW Guide to Standards
and Tolerances

2.8 Levelness of concrete floors

Qld/NT
Qld Standards and
Tolerances Guide

2.8 Levelness of concrete floors

Vic/SA
VIC Guide to Standards
and Tolerances 2015

2.08 Levelness of concrete floors

WA
WA Slab tolerance

What are the tolerances relating to flatness?

Tas
TAS Guide to Standards
and Tolerances 2017

2.08 Levelness of concrete floors

Except where documented otherwise, new floors are defective if,
within the first 24 months of handover they differ in level by more
than 10mm in any room or area, or more than 4mm in any 2m length.
The overall deviation of floor level to the entire building footprint shall
not exceed 20mm. Refer to Item I of this Guide where the new floor
is to abut an existing floor.
Except where documented otherwise, new floors are defective if
within 12 months from completion of the works they differ in level by
more than 10mm in any room or area, or more than 12mm in any 3m
length and such deviation adversely affects the safe use or reasonable
amenity of the building.
The overall deviation of floor level to entire building footprint shall
not exceed 20mm within 12 months from date of completion of the
work and such deviation adversely affects the safe use or reasonable
amenity of the building.
Except where documented otherwise, new floors are defective if
within the first 24 months of handover they differ in level by more
than 10mm in any room or area, or more than 4mm in any 2m length.
The overall deviation of floor level to the entire building footprint shall
not exceed 20mm.
The flatness of finished concrete floors can be controlled through
good supervision and site practices. Areas of concern are generally
dips or bumps in floor finishes and excessive ramping at thresholds
to wet areas. When assessing the flatness of concrete slabs, the
Building Commission refers to Clause 17.5.2.4 of AS 3600-2009
Concrete structures which states: “The deviation of any point on
a surface of a member, from a straight line joining any two points
on the surface, shall not exceed 1/250 times the length of the line.”
When assessing tolerances relating to the flatness or cracking in
concrete slabs, consideration is also given to the defect’s location,
serviceability of the floor for its intended use and if the floor finish
is not suitable for the documented applied finishes.
Except where documented otherwise, new floors are defective if
within the first 24 months of handover they differ in level by more
than 10mm in any room or area, or more than 4mm in any 2m length.
The overall deviation of floor level to the entire building footprint shall
not exceed 20mm.

Table 1

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
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Next
generation
interior finishes.
Teknos interior coatings provide the ultimate crystal clear finish in matt or
satin for a highly durable, natural looking result.
Developed in Scandinavia using the latest low VOC, water based coating
technology, Teknos timber protection systems are specially designed for
industrial application ensuring finishes of the highest quality and standard.

To find out how a Teknos timber protection system can be customised
to meet your needs, call 1800 630 285 or visit teknos.com.au.
Teknos is distributed in Australia and New Zealand under licence by Intergrain Timber Finishes.

“We support you!”

GOLD SPONSORS

FTMA
NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle

SILVER SPONSORS

Workplace help

FTMA’s range of policies and tools to assist members.

T
BRONZE SPONSORS

COMBi iFT

L I F T I N G I N N O VAT I O N

Australasia

For a full list of the conditions of
membership and a downloadable
application form visit:

www.ftmanews.com
For more information contact
Kersten Gentle:

0418 226 242
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
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he Work Health & Safety legislation
provides that businesses have an
obligation to provide a safe working
environment. A key step to combat this
problem is to implement a Drug and Alcohol
Policy and Procedure.
Because there is no specific law or
requirement in the modern awards about
what the content of a Drug and Alcohol
Policy and Procedure should include,
Drug and Alcohol Policies and Procedures
can vary considerably from one business
to another. The length and content of a
policy can depend on the approach the
company wishes to take when managing
drugs and alcohol in the workplace, the
size of the business and the nature of the
work in the workplace.
FTMA Australia, in conjunction with our
WHS experts at Timber Trade Industrial
Association, have developed a Drug and
Alcohol Policy for members, as well as a
new FTMA fact sheet titled Managing Drugs
& Alcohol in the Workplace.

FTMA Australia, in
conjunction with our
WHS experts, have
developed a Drug
and Alcohol Policy
for members, as
well as a new FTMA
fact sheet.

This has been uploaded, along with the
fact sheet to the Members-only section of
our website (www.ftmanews.com) and we
encourage members to download the fact
sheet and to adopt the new policy by
transferring it onto company letterhead and
introducing it at your next tool box meeting
with employees.
Unfortunately, this is becoming a greater
problem in our society and it is important
that businesses ensure they are doing
everything practically possible to address
these issues. The policy and fact sheet are
the perfect starting points.
It is hard to keep on top of everything and
we always welcome input from members as
to the key resources required. For example,
there have been changes to surveillance
laws, so we will shortly be providing
members with updated information to ensure
they are covered and doing the right thing.

NSW ROAD TRIP
In the lead-up to the NSW FTMA Members
Focus Forum on 8 May, Nikita and I took to
the road visiting plants in NSW. It is always
hard planning the road trips as there is
always another plant an hour away, so
where do you stop?
I’m currently halfway through the road trip
with over 2000km already travelled and 24
plants visited, and it has been fantastic to
touch base with members and nonmembers. One fabricator even stated that I
had wasted my time as they were not going
to join, to which I explained that if we are to
truly represent the industry, like we do, then
it was important to talk to everyone about
their issues, members or not.
It has been great catching up with
members and hearing of the successes they
have had and to discuss ways in which we
www.timbertradernews.com
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New members are
provided with the
FTMA USB, which
contains thousands of
dollars’ worth of
material for them.
can further help their business, such as
assistance with the AusIndustry Program.
We welcome our new members,
Tradesmart in Young, HiTek Frame & Truss
in Dubbo, Trussframe in Tamworth and
Gem Frame & Truss from Penrith. We look
forward to them joining us at upcoming
events, such as the 2019 National
Conference.
Of course, when we visit the new
members, they are provided with the FTMA
USB, which contains thousands of dollars’
worth of material for them to use, such as

Above, left to right: FTMA’s new members
Tradesmart Brett Norman, Alexander Horton,
Dean Pritchard and Jane Wilson

Credit Application Forms already approved
by lawyers and the Employee Employment
Contract as well as a wide range of
information to help build their business and
save them time and money.
The key issues as we visit everyone are
either the timber shortage, builders’ debts,
finding the right designing staff or relevant

training. Of course, this is something FTMA
Australia is investing resources in, with Phil
Ladson creating industry-based training we
hope will address the lack of skills in the
timber systems design area and create a
career pathway for students.
With the builders’ debts, FTMA Australia
is working with Creditor Watch to create
a bad builders list for members as well as
great rates on Creditor Watch services for
our members. It was awesome to hear
directly from a member who stated that
thanks to the Creditor Watch program
they saved themselves thousands as a
builder applying for credit was flagged in
the system and went broke months later.
These services are designed to help
FTMA members keep on top of builders
who may shop around, leaving a trail of debt
behind them.
More information will be sent directly to
members on this important new initiative
and if you want further details please
contact me at my new email address, which
is kersten@ftma.com.au, or via mobile
on 0418 2226 242.

Equipment can be used with your choice of nail
supplier. However, Framequip recommends and
prefers Airco/Senco fastening tools and fasteners.

Framequip Nog Master with Framequip curved conveyor

Nog Master cuts nog and stud in one cut and
ﬁres two nails at once, speeding production

Framequip’s curved conveyor

Framequip powered conveyor with Framequip
auto pop-up stop system and auto nailer

Framequip unique stud locating
system on Framequip’s Auto nailer

Unique push-pull grabber on
Framequip’s Nog Master

FRAMEQUIP’S UNIQUE PUSH-PULL GRAB SYSTEM
View the youtube links below:
Nogg master - https://youtu.be/vU1PkXUBQGo
Nogg nailer - https://youtu.be/rDdzhch1FI0
Auto nailer - https://youtu.be/tLZptX1PBYU
www.timbertradernews.com

For more information, contact Rob Amour
0423 732 275

rob@framequip.com.au
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

Don’t be bird-brained
A

yellow robin has spent six months
attacking his own reflection at my house.
Every window has had the treatment, as
have the reflectors of our external
floodlights. It’s driven me mad. He’s at it all
day… tap-tap-tap, tap-tap-tap-rata-tap. The
hapless bird has also been pecking away at
the windows and side mirrors of the cars in
our driveway. As a result, they have spent
the whole time covered in bird poo. Grrrrrr.
With his fervid assertion of his masculinity
over his reflection, he no doubt has huge
muscles, and a headache. Sadly, I suspect he
hasn’t had time to find a lady friend.
Like our robin, the truss and frame
industry is strong, virile and assertive in the
marketplace. Our business is built around
the reliability in timber’s strength. The future
looks good. Unlike our robin, we need to
stay focused and deliver on a core task. And
that is to provide safe, reliable buildings.
Timber can cop amazing mistreatment. By
way of Exhibit A, many of you have come
across that truss where the air conditioning
installers have removed that pesky web that
gets in the way of their equipment.
Meanwhile, it seems some electricians
install downlights using a core-drill from
below the ceiling and randomly clip truss
bottom chords.
Just why there are not more dead
electricians and AC installers can be put
down to the fact that timber structures tend
to have a higher overload capacity than other
materials. This resilience in itself can be put
down to two factors:
• The natural variability of timber means
that there is necessarily a bigger reduction
from the average strength of a pack of
timbers down to the design strength than
with other materials. Messing with a
timber structure is a risky lottery but one
you are more likely to win with timber
than with steel or even concrete.
• Most timber structures consist of closely

spaced, short span and repetitive framing
so that, in the event of a failure, load can
often find another path to ground.
Wall frames are another case in point
where liberties are taken. But this time, I am
not thinking about liberties on site, but rather I
believe that the design settings are imperfect.
Looking back through the mists of time,
even before span tables, rules for the span
for 3” or 4” hardwood studs were handed
down from master to apprentice. Back then
the hardwood was almost like steel and
construction was very conservative.
When building practice made the
transition to softwoods, I suspect that rules
of thumb were never properly recalibrated,
and, in my opinion, some dubious maximum
spans were used. These spans made their
way into the light timber framing code.
Then, when PCs became commonplace in
offices, software was written to design for a
whole range of new members, timbers and
loads. But they somehow had to not rock
the boat too much and come up with a
design approach that could match those
older softwood tables’ spans.
The only way you can do it, is to make, in
my opinion, some fairly dubious design
assumptions that:
• All vertical loads on the studs are
perfectly central on the timber, when in
fact they are not.
• There is a semi-rigid connection at the top
and the bottom of the studs that partially
clamps them to prevent buckling and stud
deflection. (The mysterious clamping
action at the top and bottom of the studs
presumably comes from the plasterboard
glue and a couple of skew nails.)
Despite my scepticism, I must note that
history has shown that studs in your average
house essentially never fail. I estimate that
roughly one billion studs have been built in
the last 30 years and they have generally
performed well.

So, while I do think these approximations
are dubious, that doesn’t really matter that
much when you’re building a normal height
wall frame. We might thank the robustness
of timber in overload situations for that.
However, the echoes of this traditional
practice that made its way into design
software have collided with trend for bigger
spans and higher walls. Your average punter
can now live in a ‘mansion’ with large wall
openings and floor voids. Meanwhile, timber
span tables formulated for houses are being
used in exotic multi-residential and
commercial buildings, sometimes improperly.
Let me illustrate the point by looking at
long span stud deflection. Using the same
software that is used to generate the
AS1684.2 span tables, I can get 70 x 45 mm
MGP10 studs to span up to 3.4m high!
A problem when you push boundaries is
that horizontal deflections under common
wind events start getting noticeable. Average
annual wind deflections are around 10mm. In
rarer wind events deflections of 20mm or
more are possible. And that can start to
damage linings and weaken joints. Walls bend
noticeably when you lean on them.
While I used deflection to illustrate the
point, pushing these sort of span boundaries
has strength ramifications. With very high
walls pushing limits there is no room to get
things wrong. I am seeing more and more
poorly framed walls that may be staying up
by luck rather than good engineering.
What to do? If you are designing very high
stud walls, I strongly suggest you invest
some very critical thinking in them. Provide a
clear load path for vertical and horizontal
loads and do not push your designs to a
theoretical limit. And, as an industry, we
should push to use thicker wall frames rather
than stuffing more and more timbers inside
very high 90mm frames.
Don’t be like my robin who has kept to
the same thing but failed at his main task!

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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NEW

Second Generation
SDWS TIMBER Screw:

Engineered for
Improved Performance
Bold thread design provides
superior holding power, even
into the end grain of timber.
Double barrier coating
provides superior
corrosion resistance
over zinc plated fasteners.

Large washer‑head provides
superior clamping, while
nibs offer greater control
for the installer when
seating the head.

Patented
SawTooth point
for faster starts,
less torque, and no
pre‑drilling.
™

6‑lobe T‑40 drive
eliminates cam‑outs
for easier installation
and longer bit life.
End grain installation =
no strapping +
no interference
with wall frame trades.
Head stamped for easy
identification of screw
length and diameter
for building certifier.

The New Strong‑Drive ® SDWS TIMBER Screw is even better than the original!
Its patented SawTooth™ point ensures fast installation and reduced torque as well as
eliminates pre‑drilling. The bold thread design provides superior holding power while the large,
low‑profile head provides a broad bearing area which allows for superior clamping of the
timber, whilst also providing less interference after installation. All of this and a double‑barrier
coating for superior corrosion resistance — now that’s a fastener engineered to perform.
One fastener for multiple timber projects with high withdrawal and shear loads. To find out more or
obtain withdrawal and shear engineering data call 1300 STRONGTIE or visit strongtie.com.au

F I X I N G

W A L L

P L A T E S

T O

S T U D S

StudLok is the

KEY to FAST-FIXING!

StudLok Fixing Method

StudLok
SL150
with 5mm hex socket head

StudLok Tag

StudLok
SL125
with 5mm hex socket head

MiTek’s NEW StudLoks provide a fast and easy way of fixing wall plates to studs. They come in two sizes (yellow 125mm & blue
150mm) to accommodate single or double wall plates. Both have a 5mm hex socket head that fits a standard drive bit and sits
flush with the wall plate surface when fixed. Plus there are optional, all weather colour-coded tags available for easy identification
and certification. The MiTek StudLok is an Engineered Building Product and meets all the requirements of the National
Construction Code Series and Australian Standards. For specifications and installation instructions, get the data sheet from:

MGB0835

mitek.com.au or download the MiTek EasyCat App.
REMEMBER: always specify and use Engineered Building Products.
HOME OF GANG-NAIL BUILDING SYSTEMS
VIC (03) 8795 8888

NSW (02) 8525 8000

QLD (07) 3861 2100

SA (08) 8234 1326

WA (08) 9412 3534

mitek.com.au

